
Robust 6-runner plastic pallet for loads up to 1000 kg in the high rack
The Endur i7.1 is the racking pallet of choice for a diverse range of industries. A one piece pallet 
measuring 1200 x 1000 mm, the pallet’s open flow-through top deck has no internal cavities 
where contaminants can collect and is easily cleaned. This is why it is favored by food ingredients 
and pharmaceutical companies. The design also incorporates lead in ramps on the internal edge 
of the base runners, rounded block sections, optional safety rims and grommets.

Bevelled base runners enhance pallet truck 
compatibility.

> 6 runners (6R) > open deck (OD)

Bottom support Deck options

Flow-through design. Easy to clean.
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HDPE

Available in

Endur i7.1 1200 x 1000

cabka-ips.com
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CABKA GmbH & Co. KG  |  Anne-Frank-Strasse 1  |  07806 Weira  |  Germany  |  T +49.36484.645-71 (-72, -73)  |  F +49.36484.645-28  |  sales-de@cabka-ips.com

Innova Packaging Systems NV  |  Rozendaalstraat 101  |  8900 Ieper  |  Belgium  |  T +32.5722.9110  |  F +32.5721.9227  |  sales-be@cabka-ips.com

*1 Figures can vary depending on the raw material used and options applied. *2 Guideline values are based both on experience and parts of test ISO 8611, which tests with evenly distributed loads 
at room temperature (20°C). Varying data may result from different conditions of usage. Your specific requirements can be identified upon request. *3 Minimum quantity required - PO pallets 
should only be used and stored in a dry environment. We reserve the right to change any of the stated information without prior notice.

Technical data*1

Options

Color:       (other colors on request*3)

Anti-slip: safety rim (standard), grommets on deck,  
 grommets under deck

ESD prevention:  anti-static

> Individual marking*3

Entry: 4 ways   |   Nesting height: –   |   Safety rim: 5 mm

nominal sizes in mm

Bottom support Top deck 
Dimensions 
[mm]

Load capacities*2 [kg] Weight [kg] Pallets per 

Static Dynamic Racking HDPE PO Stack Truck

6 runners openEndur i7.1 (OD-6R) 1200 x 1000 x 160 6800 2270 1000 23,5 — 15 390


